IEEE/PES Women in Power

• **Mission:** We promote diversity of leadership in power and energy industry

• **Goals:**
  • Develop early to mid career engineers/professors for leadership positions by recognition and education
  • Develop support amongst institutions to provide opportunities for qualified candidates
  • Provide networking opportunities
  • Provide leadership education
  • Provide inspiration through mentors, role models and success stories
IEEE/PES Women in Power Activities

• Scheduled 7 webinars:
  – The Role of PES Technical Committees in Leading and Supporting Our Industry
  – Energy Poverty
  – Dual Career Challenges and Opportunities: Lessons Learned
  – Revitalizing the Power Grid – Wide Area Monitoring Protection and Control
  – Utility customer care; Past, Present and Future
  – Assessment of Energy Storage Systems in a Smart Grid
  – Power Quality and Smart Grids

• Networking receptions
• Creating a social media platform
• Visit Women in Power website at: www.pes-women-in-power.org

• **Identify regional coordinators**
IEEE/PES Women in Power Involvement

- Outreach - Creating awareness
- Recognition through newsletter (E-scanfax)
- Non-technical activates
- Publicize your activities through Women in Power website
IEEE/PES Women in Power Involvement

• Any fresh ideas/support?